LEG 6
A SHORT SAIL TO AFRICA AND RETURN TO SPAIN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BENALMADENA TO BAJADILLA
BAJADILLA TO ESTEPONA
ESTEPONA TO SMIR MOROCCO SHENGEN CLOCK
SMIR MOROCCO TO CEUTA SPAIN WAITING FOR GALES AND FOG
CEUTA TO SOTOGRANDE CRACKING SAIL
SOTOGRANDE TO BAJADILLA SUPER SAIL & CLEAN UP PLUS A BUMP IN THE NIGHT AND A
SUPRISING VISIT
7. BAJDILLA TO BENALMADENA A GENTLE DOWNWIND SAIL
8. BEDS MADE READY.
9. END OF LEG 6
1. Benalmadena to Bajadilla
The general plan was to get out of Shengen as fast as possible to make the visas work. Then wait in
Morocco for a while to catch up some non-Shengen days.
July 25 we sail the 22NM to Bajadilla an easy leg from Benalmadena. Watching the fog patterns and
trying to find wind is tricky around this coast. If you are waiting for and east wind to go west you may
find that is when the fog starts.

Along the coast there are many watch towers.
This one was unusual being rectangular and
built of brick. Most are round and built of stone.

Bajadilla ladies enjoying a special event on the
water. Not unusual to see the Spainish women
getting together for a party on a boat.

2. Bajadilla to Estepona
July 26 is a very short 14NM to Estepona. It was great to be back and to enjoy the tapas bar near the
fish docks.

3. Estepona to Smir Morocco
July 27 - 42NM to Smir.
Manca finds the westerly wind in the Strait and
takes off.

The wind almost always fills in across the Strait of Gibraltar.

Plus you almost always find company from our great friends.
The dolphins are always there to wish you a safe
crossing. I am sure they just come to check we
are all OK.

It took nearly two days at the dock in Smir trying to adjust the moorings to try to hold Manca off
the concrete pier against very strong westerly that comes roaring over the mountains from the
Atlantic.

I finally secured Manca safely with 9 mooring
lines. The photo does not show the violent
gusts. But once settled there is a beautiful view
across to M’Diq and the Riff Mountains. A
beautiful swimming beach is just behind the
tower.

Ramadan was still in progress so a bit hard to get anything done. I must have gone to 5 times to the
Customs office only to be told “he is sleeping” come back tomorrow. After 5 days I was told not to
worry about it.
The following photos are included to remind sailors that keeping a good watch on your yacht is quite
important. I tried my best to help the Finland crew as much as possible after “Demolition Dan”
attacked their aluminum yacht three times; once in the morning on the way out and twice on return.
Next day he did not show up to settle the insurance issues.

“Demolition Dan” at work

Not content with two attacks he returns to the helm shoves the engine “full ahead” and has another
go! His crew of about 5 completely ignored the situation by not stirring a butt or lifting a finger.
My sailing instructors advised me of two
important rules: keep your centre of gravity
inside the boat and never use your limbs to fend
off another yacht! This is the third attack. My
crew photographed “Demolition Dan” (perhaps
I should call him “Rama Dan”) in the morning on
the way out ramming the Finland yacht. These
photos helped with their insurance claim!

The time passed quickly in Smir. It was lovely
just to relax, hang out and watch the camels
lumber along the dock. In the foreground are
the remnants of a wicker waste basket. Many of
them were destroyed the night before by the
wasterly gales.

A small regatta fleet at the Smir waiting dock
stirred my racing juices.

As Ramadan came to a noisy close the
Moroccan patrol ships lit up for the
celebrations.

I had two days to study these strange clouds
that formed over the mountains behind Smir
when the wind switched to southerly gales.

The strong hot southerlies also produced some
fires not too far from the marina.

These little flycatchers are so hard to
photograph because they move so fast and
most of the time they use shadows for
protection.

It is such fun to shop at the M’diq market. The
produce is so fresh and straight from the farms
each day.

There are always fresh tomatoes cheese and
different olives at the market. Yum Oh!

The Jamie Oliver pressure cooker was found
unused in a locker. It soon produced some great
feasts with short cooking times. Later the timer
went nuts but after removing the battery for
about three days it came back to life...fingers
crossed. The dolmades were delicious!

A new spacious 58ft cat built in Poland dwarfs
the crew and skipper.

Steamed fresh lamb and vegetables from the
pressure cooker. The flavors combine so well.

It was amusing to watch the drinking styles of
the gulls. Some younger ones were still learning!

This young gull tried a number of drinking
styles! Funny to watch their antics.

This Berber farmer had hats and geese for sale.
The geese dutifully followed him along like well
trained dogs.

4. Smir, Morocco to Ceuta, Spain
August 9 It was time to head for Ceuta just 12NM away. This is a tax free port with lots of shoppers
from Morocco and Spain it does a brisk business. A great place to stock up. It is very easy as the taxi
can bring your supplies right to the dock beside your yacht.

Leaving Smir on an early, misty morning. M'Diq
is just off to the right. The Vancouver painter,
Tony Onley, would love this scene.

Early morning light shines on the east side of
Ceuta.

A fishing frenzy on the way to Ceuta. I need a
Med Bird guide to identify these. They are much
larger than gulls.

Beautiful long brown backed wings and yellow
beaks.

Tasty steamed chicken with fresh market
vegetables. Healthy; no fat needed.

The heavy tax free goodies can be delivered
right to your yacht. At Lidl you can buy a dozen
beer for less than 4 Euros on most days! The
good wines can be found for 2-3 Euros a bottle.

Ceuta The Hercules Marina showing the
entrance light, the control tower, Guardia Civil
(busy on night and day patrols), the fuel dock
and the telltale mountain cloud cap; a sign of
strong westerly winds in the Strait of Gibraltar!

The amazing Maratimo Mediterranean Park
stretches for acres with beautiful pools and
gardens. Fresh sea water is pumped in and the
sun does the rest! It is truly a wonderful
development.

With so many pools the park is un-crowded.

A combination of shady nooks and sunny
patches, flowers, palms: lovely!

On a clear day you can see The Rock of
Gibraltar. Forecasts are crazy here. A 7k can in
reality be 27K or more!

Above the pool, the gulls hovered directly
overhead in the strong wind, making it easy for
an under carriage view. Notice this one would
get full points for feet properly folded!

Part of the Parque Maratimo is this moat where
you can swim around the castle.

A beautiful water park! It also has cafes, bars and loads of clean showers and
toilets.

Ceuta has a great public market just above the
marina. Fresh mozza and fresh
tomatoes.Superb!

Ceuta beach looking east to Smir and Morocco.

This photo is a big warning to the unwary sailors
along the Spanish, Moroccan, Tunisian coast!
The red buoys mark off massive tuna nets. Here
they are quite visible but at night or in choppy
weather you may not see them.

Great to see rubbish and plastics being collected
along the beaches

Small craft can still use the ancient canal across
the peninsular and through the castle walls.

A great monument to the Cannon Master and
his balls.

You can buy direct from the drying sheds. The
flying fish are wind and sun dried. They are very
tasty with a cold beer.

No chemicals, no refrigeration; just salt, the
wind and the sun to preserve the fish.

I love the colours preserved in the dried flying
fish.

The flavor is intense. You just take a sharp knife and shave slithers of the
tasty morsels. Then let them dissolve in your mouth. Wash it down with a
cold cana!

An ancient drying method.

Ceuta beach looking back to the fort and canal.
The Spanish love their beaches.

It is well worth the short taxi ride up the winding narrow streets to Punta Almina. Wonderful views
and The Oasis is a great restaurant.

Sunset on the Ceuta fort walls. The fort is still
used for defense and communications. Perhaps
the tattered EU flag is a sign of the times.

Serious light house, communications and
navigation equipment on the Punta Almina
overlooking the Gibraltar Strait.

A planned naval invasion by the French of the
British in 1692 starting out from Toulon. We
were in the very large harbor of Toulon last year
in 2013.

Evening view of Ceuta and the Riff Mountains
beyond.

Punta Almina umbrella pines at sundown.

This mighty tree has withstood relentless
attacks from the westerly winds on Punta
Almina

Ceuta ferry approaches at sundown

Ceuta sunset with the African coast on the left.
Spain on the right. America straight ahead.

Great food at the Oasis with amazing views over
the city and Strait from Punta Almina.

When the westerly’s died down the wind
switched to the east. Then the fog rolls in. I
decide it was not prudent to play in the fog with
the ferries and the big ships. Besides, Ceuta is a
wonderful place to hang out and do some
cooking!

Braised rabbit, steamed in white wine sauce,
with steamed vegetables. Roll over Jamie!

Pumpkin, onion and mushroom soup.

On a hot summer evening this Viura Verdejo goes down really well with the
soup and the rabbit.

It was time to learn a new knot to hold Manca
against the westerly gusts. This Klemheist
version of the Prusik knot proved very useful as
the yellow line can now be led back to a winch
saving the sailors back and producing more than
enough effort to tension the anchor line.

Here comes the westerly winds again. The
cloud builds from the wind off the Atlantic. The
Table Mountain in South Africa has the same
effect. They call the cloud: “The Table Cloth”.

The Russian submarine destroyer Yaraslov
Maudri docking with the assistance of two tugs.

As soon as the crew got shore leave they “invade” MacDonalds! Pretty funny as Putin, I think, has
just banned MacDonald’s in Russia citing health problems with the food. The ship came for water
and cheap fuel.
The Russian sailors make a bee line to
MacDonalds.

Sailing school in progress as the Russian war
ship leaves. I read today that Putin has sent a
large fleet to Sevastapol.

War and Peace. The two young Optimist sailors
hone their peaceful skills ignoring the warship
headed out to...?

5. Ceuta to Sotogrande, a cracking sail.
On August21st the fog dissipates and the westerly is forecast to be reasonable at about 7-10k. We
leave early to catch the tide which should push us east along the Spanish coast. The sail out to the
Atlantic and Cadiz has been thwarted by the weather perhaps a chance next leg! I hear the winds can
be more reasonable in September with less chance of fog.

Early morning sun on the Ceuta sign

The sails were wisely set in the calm of the
harbor. Good thing for as soon as we exit we are
blasted with 25-27 K and Manca is off galloping
across the Strait. The “7-10K” forecast later
turns to 27-28K.

Again a safe sailing message from our dolphin
friends of the seas.

Looking back to the African shore. You must do
a 360 visual very frequently as the ships
approach rapidly from all directions.

Port tack all the way to Sotogrande 24NM off.
The waves were also down as the tide is now
running with the wind. The Strait can be an
awful mess if they are opposed.

Once you pass The Rock the Iberian coast
provides calmer winds and often a flatter sea.
Lucky we had wind all the way into Sotogrande.

A starboard tack yacht headed towards Smir.
Most days we see only a few yachts. Here the
waves are bending east after leaving The Strait .
The sunlight is now to the south catching the
backs of the waves creating a wonderful
sparkling Mediterranean sea.

6. Sotogrande to Bajadilla including a bump in the night and a surprising visit.
Sotogrande Marina charged me for 15 metres instead of Manca’s 13 so I told them I would mention
this in my website. So I have! So there!
After Ceuta the 64 euros was not really welcome.
August 22 we enjoyed a 24NM wonderful downwind sail into Bajadilla.
A BUMP IN THE NIGHT
On the first night in Bajadilla I was woken with the sound of a bump. I waited a while but heard no
more. The next morning I found that the 40 foot yacht beside Mnaca had chewed through her stern
lines and drifted over to give Manca a gentle: Bump! Lucky no strong winds that night or there would
have been a big mess. So I took the broken rope and a diagram up to the office. The staff were
amazing. They sent two divers a boat and two more crew to renew my two anchor lines and others
along the dock. The offending yacht had no crew around so they made new lines for her. Next day, I
noticed that the yacht had been impounded with locks and chaains for not paying moorage for some
months, a not uncommon event as Spain she struggles through her recession.
The plan was to complete spend 2 days on a major clean up of Manca before ending Leg 6 in
Benalmadena. Well, the cleanup merged into 4 days before we had to leave.

Everything is lifted, bilges, pans inspected and cleaned, cupboards, laundry,
carpets, bed linens, covers and…

Carpets are removed and washed. The electric
boxes are great drying posts.

A SUPRISING VISIT
Many of the great fishing harbors along the Spanish coast support a large flock of gulls. These can
cause a lot of damage and problems for the marinas nearby. Bajadilla has solved the problem in a
wonderful way. A falconer and his falcon visit the dock on a regular basis. The fly over the docks and
the falcon visits the yachts. The seagulls’ fear of the falcon seems to keep them away.

Falcon visits Manca and leaves a "mark".

Professional falconer and his helper keep the
gulls away.

The falconers are proud of their work and
provide a great service to the marina.

The powerful falcon on Manca's bimini.

The strong wings are can out-match the gulls in
speed.

The falcon takes flight after a visit to Manca. We
had no gull poop for the rest of our visit.

Watch out gulls here I come!

I think this gull was seeking protection and
favors by keeping an eye on Manca's mooring!

Two large turkey legs were tasty and tender
from the pressure cooker. For three Euros they
made four meals.

Part of the Bajadillla fishing fleet heads out for
the night catch. One man in the skiff operates
the big lights. I think they are fishing for squid.

7. Bajadilla to Benalmadena - a gentle downwind sail.
August 24 - there are just 24NM to finish Leg 6.Wonderful to have one last gentle downwind sail with
a following westerly with very easy waves. Dodging the fish pots along this part of the coast keeps
you very busy.

8. Cleaning and making new beds.
The job clean-up job in Bajadilla was not complete. With the bedding and linens returned from “Ripoff Rosie”, (60 euros for three small bags) it was now time to make up the big salon bed for the new
crew.

Manca has three double cabins. In addition you
can lower the Captain’s Table in the salon and
make up a very large queen size bed. Fitting on
the fitted sheets is a bit of a challenge! Figure 87
The big salon bed all ready for the new crew on
Leg 7.

The big salon bed all ready for the new crew on
Leg 7.

9. End of Leg 6
Leg 6 over I have a few days to wait for the new crew. Manca is docked in a very well protected place
with beautiful surroundings, close to the beaches and all services. Great luck yesterday! I finally
found a good mechanic via the Beneteau dealer to do a service job on Dear Volvo! In Smir I waited
for 6 days for the bloke to show up. Finally I tracked him down. He wanted payment for two hours
for a half hour job. Franko in Benalmadena showed up right away and had the job done in half an
hour.
So far the Log says 788NM since leaving in April. A lot of short fun sails along the Spanish and
Morocco coasts.
Last night a great sunset to end Leg 6 with a strange cloud formation.

Sunset over Benalmadena. End of leg 6, August 29,2014

End of Leg 6. Welcome flowers for new crew!

Terry,
Benalmadena
August 30 2014

